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We want to give a special thank you to all of our students and contributors from around the world for making Serbian Language Podcast such a beautiful global community.

We are proud to have students from 6 of the 7 continents. And who knows, maybe one day we will have a student from Antarctica too!

We appreciate you, are here for you, and are proud of the interest you have in Serbian language, and for the progress you are making. Thank you for having an interest in the country of Serbia; a small country with a big heart and a lot of love to give.

Hvala Vam puno!

What started out as a dream is now shaping into a wonderful reality.
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Additionally, thank you to our team of

★ linguists,
★ content creators,
★ creative writers,
★ tutors,
★ vloggers,
★ illustrators,
★ graphic designers,
★ video editors, and
★ social media managers, as well as to
★ “Cam the Broadcaster” (host of “The Broadcast Show”)

For their dedication and commitment to helping us make our content, teaching and learning strategies (and the design of all of the above) be the best they can be

Teamwork really does make the dream work. Onward!
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Testimonials

Here is what our students have to say about our program

“Since I’ve been studying with Serbian Language Podcast my Serbian has improved dramatically. Their content and instructions are easy to follow and as a self-learner I can study here at my own pace. - Mark, Canada”

“Thanks to SLP Serbian grammar finally makes sense to me! I actually learn something useful from each lesson that I can start using immediately. - Stefan, Germany”

“My wife is from Serbia and I have always wanted to learn Serbian but never had a resource I could rely on. I love plugging into the SLP website and going over the Lesson Videos and Beginner Dialogues. Thank you SLP for making my dream come true! - Tom, Australia”

“I practice my Serbian every day now. I love driving and listening to the Audio Stories. - Keiko, Japan”

“I’ve taken Serbian language courses in the past and struggled to learn Serbian. With Serbian Language Podcast learning is easy! And you actually learn how to make your own sentences in Serbian. - Emma, Switzerland”

Read more testimonials on our website

Click the button

READ
Why learn Serbian?

The Serbian language is spoken in the former Yugoslavia (i.e. Serbia, Bosnia, Montenegro & Croatia)

Though regional dialects do exist, the most prominent of which is Croatian, Serbian is mutually intelligible in all of the former Yugoslavia.

Additionally, learning Serbian will enable you to have authentic experiences.

This means that if you learn Serbian you will have opened the cultural door of Eastern Europe, a place rich with history, a beautiful geography, and colorful people.

Given the connection Serbs have to their language, speaking Serbian will add a very important layer to your interactions with Serbs, affording you an opportunity to delve deeper into interpersonal relationships, literature, travel throughout the country (and surrounding region), and an ability to acquire cultural fluency, which will empower your language skills and connections to a fascinating people.
The Serbian diaspora

The Serbian diaspora is not solely confined to Serbia or Eastern Europe

Serbs live all over the world and many global cities have large populations of Serbs (i.e. Chicago, Stockholm etc.), which will provide you with ample opportunities to practice.

KEY POINT:

Unlike some languages where native speakers are reluctant to speak with non-native speakers in their language, Serbs will be elated to speak with you in Serbian and will be thrilled that you have an interest in the Serbian language. The value of this cannot be overstated.
“Why learning Serbian is not as difficult as you may think”

In the video Cam explains why learning Serbian is not as difficult as you may think, and gives a first-hand account of what it’s like speaking Serbian in Serbia.

ABOUT THE HOST

The host of “The Broadcast Show” is “Cam the Broadcaster” one of our contributors. He is an American who lived in Serbia and speaks Serbian language.
How to learn Serbian

Once upon a time if you wanted to learn a language you had to

- find a local class or institute
- sign up for classes
- drive there
- purchase books
- repeat this process

All this is very expensive, time-consuming, and impractical at best or unavailable at worst

Furthermore, the considerable majority of programs don’t teach according to your needs, they teach according to their systems (which are seldom personalized or comprehensive enough to thrust you deep into the mechanics of the Serbian language).
But not anymore!

With Serbian Language Podcast

For the first time ever you can learn Serbian wherever you are, whenever you want!

Serbian Language Podcast
The most complete resource for the Serbian language
Online 24/7 and 365 days a year
With the rise of technology both students and self-learners alike can learn Serbian language from any location with just the simple click of the “SIGN UP” button.

WE BRING YOU

The world’s most comprehensive Serbian language program

So you can get started achieving your goal of speaking Serbian right away

Click here to Sign Up
What it means to be a self-learner

Being a self-learner means being in complete control of your language journey with all the supports and compliments you need to take your Serbian from absolute beginner to advanced.

With this strategy, you can move at your own pace, and align your study plan to meet your goals. Need help?

Reach out to the Serbian Language Podcast community for private tutors and assistance with whatever you need.
Are you interested in speaking Serbian fluently?
Or perhaps you just want to ease your way into the language and begin by learning common phrases so you can order food or exchange greetings with locals, friends, or loved ones.

Regardless of your goal, Serbian Language Podcast has all that you need to help you realize your goals.
A multi-dimensional approach to language learning

You need a program that is going to teach you how to start making your own sentences

While simultaneously exposing you to the language AND offering supports from private tutors who are fluent in the resource you are using

Serbian Language Podcast takes a multi-dimensional approach to teaching you the language from absolute beginner to advanced.

What’s more, it was created and made with instructional strategies for non-native Serbian speakers and provides easy to follow resources.
Serbian Language Podcast
The Best Resource for Learning Serbian

What We Offer & Why it works!

Simply put, if you want to learn Serbian language then look no further.

⭐⭐⭐

With our high-quality content designed specifically for Non-Serbian speakers

You WILL learn Serbian!
The Serbian Alphabet Series is designed to teach you how to become literate in the Serbian language.

Literacy is your gateway to all things Serbian so having a solid foundation in the Serbian alphabet is a great place to start. After that, you are on your way!

Imagine being able to read Cyrillic street signs & menus while traveling through Serbia.

This dream will become a reality after you complete this series.
Learn the sounds of the Serbian language
Phonetic Sound Chart with Audio Files

Learn the letters of the Serbian language
Instructional Video Series

Learn how to write the letters & STROKE ORDER

Upon completion of this series you will be able to read and write Serbian with relative ease in both Latin & Cyrillic.
That’s right!
Phonetics & Accent Series

Instructional Video Series

Improve your pronunciation
A completely unique program designed by Serbian Language Podcast

With this Intermediate Video Series you will learn

➔ Serbian Speech Sounds: Classification & Pronunciation
➔ Serbian Specific Sounds
➔ How to spell in Serbian: Serbian & Non-Serbian Names
➔ Syllables
➔ Word Stress
➔ Serbian Accent System

Upon completion of this series you will be on the fast-track to becoming a fluent reader & pronouncer of the Serbian language
A Comprehensive Dialogue Series with Audio Files
Learn Formal & Informal Speech in Serbian

All dialogues are grouped into topics & accompanied by audio files
And they are written in Formal & Informal Speech side by side to help you learn and compare the two different forms of speech

With this series you will

➔ Start speaking conversational Serbian right away
➔ Learn Formal & Informal Speech in Serbian
➔ Practice your pronunciation with the accompanying Audio Files
➔ Understand the distinction in speech between male & female speakers in Serbian
Start Speaking Serbian
Learn Conversational Serbian

Choose from a variety of topics:
From everyday real-life situations

Beginner Dialogue Series - Topic:
Serbian Language > Dialogue #10 Part 1

Dialogue 10
Part 1

Informal (m)

• A: Zašto si počeo da učiš srpski?
• B: Moja devojka je iz Srbije.

English

• A: Why did you start learning Serbian?
• B: My girlfriend is from Serbia.

Start Speaking Serbian
Click the button to
LEARN MORE
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Video Podcast Series

Instructional Video Series
Learn grammatical constructions & useful Serbian expressions with short 2-3 min videos

This series will

➔ Teach you essential Serbian grammatical concepts & constructions
➔ Teach you useful Serbian expressions
➔ Help you internalize the system & structure of the Serbian language in a fun, short, simple, focused, & engaging way
➔ Get you learning and practicing Serbian at the same time

The key to successful language learning is internalizing the “WHY” behind the Serbian language
Lesson Video Series

Instructional Video Series
Learn the Serbian grammar & sentence structure

Upon completion of this series you will be able to make your own sentences in Serbian & speak with confidence everywhere you go

With this series you will

➔ Learn the declensions & the 7 cases of the Serbian language

➔ Verb tenses, conjugations & verbs groups

➔ Learn & practice Serbian grammar in sequential order

➔ Download Study Guides for each lesson
From Beginners to Advanced

Our Lesson Video Series gives you the most comprehensive break-down of the Serbian language

Over 100 Instructional Lesson Videos

★ Engaging videos
★ Downloadable PDF Study Guides
★ Easy-to-follow instruction

Most programs provide a very basic or general explanation of the Serbian grammatical system.

⭐⭐⭐

Our Instructional Lesson Video Series

Covers everything sequentially so you can know where to begin, why, and learn how to connect what you are learning in one video to the next.
Many of our students have reported that they learn more in 10 of our videos (approximately 10 minutes each) than they have learned in 6 months of dedicated Serbian study with other programs.

How is this possible?

Because learning is all about synthesizing systems and seeing the “through-line” behind and among grammatical principles that are actually quite simple in nature. However, when these principles are taught out of order, or not at all, then confusion and frustration will set in.

We are the first program

To go to great lengths to bring the best language learning instruction for the Serbian language and high quality content to you with just a click of a button.

Click the button

LEARN MORE

There is nothing like the Instructional Lesson Video Series anywhere else
Grammar Tools

Learn Essential Serbian Grammar
Serbian Parts of Speech, Noun Classification, Declension patterns, and more!

Grammar Tools

➔ Serbian Parts of Speech
➔ Noun Classification & Declension patterns
➔ Essential Nouns - Full declensions in singular & plural with audio
➔ Essential Verbs - Conjugated across the tenses with audio

Our Grammar Tools has all the essential tools you need to get started.
Vlog Series

Original Video Series by Serbian Language Podcast
Join our hosts as they take you on a Serbian language experience

With this Series you will

➔ Follow our native-speaking Serbian hosts & contributors through authentic experiences while listening to Serbian language

➔ Practice Serbian with the aid of English and Serbian subtitles

➔ Go on a language learning journey from Serbia to Abu Dhabi to USA with our hosts

➔ See & hear how Serbian is used in real life situations

Learning Serbian made fun

With our Vlog Series you can have fun and enjoy the colorful video content aided by the Serbian & English subtitles
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Audio Stories

Original Series by Serbian Language Podcast
Improve your pronunciation, reading, & listening skills

With this Series you will

➔ Improve your pronunciation
➔ Practice reading & listening
➔ Build your vocabulary & comfort with the Serbian language
➔ Hear how Serbian is spoken in real life in situations you are likely to encounter

Keep Serbian in your ear
A great way to keep Serbian in your ear when you are on the go!

Downloadable PDF Guide for every Audio Story

Learn Serbian with “line-by-line” transcript of the story in both English and Serbian
The Broadcast Show

Original Video Series
Learn how to stay motivated & encouraged throughout the Serbian language learning process

With this Series you will

➔ Get the best tips for learning Serbian
➔ Create a fail-proof study plan
➔ Jumpstart your Serbian language learning journey
➔ Learn how to stay motivated and encouraged throughout the learning process

The Broadcast Show
A Full Playlist

Click the button

PLAY
Cam The Broadcaster

The host of “The Broadcast Show” by Serbian Language Podcast

Cam is an American who loves Serbian language. He is a student of Serbian Language Podcast and one of our contributors.

More about Cam

Although Cam continues to be a student and is continuing to grow in the language, his insight is invaluable and will teach you how to learn Serbian, and strategies to consider when embarking on your journey.

Furthermore, he is living proof that Serbian Language Podcast works and that acquiring proficiency in the Serbian language is not only possible, it’s actually a good time...provided you have all the resources you need - i.e. Serbian Language Podcast

Follow Cam

@Cam_The_Broadcaster
@CamTheBroadcaster
The Broadcast Show
Online Tutors

Native-speaking Serbian tutors at Serbian Language Podcast
**Always on standby to assist you with your language journey**

Our Tutors are

➔ All native Serbian speakers
➔ Fluent in the resources you will be using if you join us
➔ Experienced in working with Non-Serbian speakers
➔ Friendly and excited to meet you

Learning Serbian made personal

This effectively makes Serbian Language Podcast a personalized learning program that you can access from anywhere on the planet.

Our Online Tutors can

★ Provide dynamic instruction & guidance
★ Help you create a good study plan
★ Help you stay on track with your studies
Learn strategies to improve your Serbian & increase your motivation

Read: Trending
Click to read

- ★ 8 Tips to Become Fluent in Serbian: An 8 step Guide to Fluency
- ★ How to Stay Motivated While Learning Serbian Language
- ★ My Top 10 Favorite Things about Serbia
- ★ The Best Study Plan for Learning Serbian Language as a Self-Learner
Pricing

Learning Serbian with Serbian Language Podcast
With Premium Membership

We have gone to great lengths to create the most complete resource for learning Serbian on the planet and are pleased to offer everything you need for a monthly tuition fee that is less than one meal at a nice restaurant.

★ ★ ★
Learn Serbian With Us
Premium Membership
Click the button

Premium Membership

With the Premium Membership you get access to all of our content and resources for learning Serbian.

Monthly membership fee is $14.99 That’s it! Simply pay the tuition as you go. Cancel anytime! No lengthy contracts to box you into a certain time frame of study.

While attending a private institute would cost hundreds of dollars per month and lack the plethora of comprehensive resources we offer, we bring all of this to you for only $14.99 per month!
Extra

Bonus

Serbian Language Learning & Motivation

The Broadcast Show

Video Podcasts

Lesson Videos

Learn Serbian Words of the Day

@serbianlanguagepodcast

@serbianlanguagepodcast

Serbian Language Podcast

Sentence Examples & Serbian Words of the Day

@Cam_The_Broadcaster

@CamTheBroadcaster
Join Us

Join our global online community of Serbian language learners & enthusiasts

We are excited to connect with you! Stop by and say hi and share your Serbian Language Learning story with us.

Join our Facebook Group

Serbian Language Podcast Group

Follow Serbian Language Podcast

@serbianlanguagepodcast

@serbianlp

Serbian Language Podcast

Serbian Language Podcast

Serbian Language Podcast